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(54) AIRFOIL TURN CAPS IN GAS TURBINE ENGINES

(57) Turn caps (442) for airfoils of gas turbine en-
gines including cavity sidewalls (464), a first turn cap di-
vider (450) extending between the cavity sidewalls and
defining a turning cavity (446) between the first turn cap
divider and the cavity sidewalls, and a second turn cap
divider (452) disposed radially inward within the turning
cavity. A first turning path (456) is defined between the

first turn cap divider and the second turn cap divider and
a second turning path (458) is defined radially inward of
the second turn cap divider and a merging chamber (462)
is formed in the turn cap wherein fluid flows through the
first turning path and the second turning path are merged,
the merging chamber, the first turning path, and the sec-
ond turning path forming the turning cavity.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The subject matter disclosed herein generally
relates to cooling flow in airfoils of gas turbine engines
and, more particularly, to airfoil turn caps for cooling flow
passages within airfoils in gas turbine engines.
[0002] In gas turbine engines, cooling air may be con-
figured to flow through an internal cavity of an airfoil to
prevent overheating. Gas temperature profiles are usu-
ally hotter at the outer diameter than at the inner diameter
of the airfoils. In order to utilize cooling flow efficiently
and minimize heat pickup and pressure loss, the cross-
sectional area of the internal cooling flow may be config-
ured to vary so that Mach numbers remain low where
heat transfer is not needed (typically the inner diameter)
and high Mach numbers where heat transfer is needed
(typically the outer diameter). To do this in a casting, the
walls of the airfoils tend to be thick in some areas and
thin in other areas, which may add weight to the engine
in which the airfoils are employed. Previously, baffles
have been used to occupy some of the space within the
internal cavity of the airfoils, referred to herein as "space-
eater" baffles. The baffles extend from one end of the
cavity all the way through the other end of the cavity within
the airfoil. This configuration may result in relatively high
Mach numbers to provide cooling throughout the cavity.
Further, such configuration may provide high heat trans-
fer, and pressure loss throughout the cavity.
[0003] In order to achieve metal temperatures required
to meet full life with the cooling flow allocated, the "space-
eater" baffles are required to be used inside an airfoil
serpentine cooling passage. The serpentine turns are
typically located outside gas path endwalls to allow the
"space-eater" baffles to extend all the way to the gas path
endwall (e.g., extend out of the cavity of the airfoil). How-
ever, because the airfoil may be bowed, the turn walls
must also follow the arc of the bow to provide clearance
for the "space-eater" baffles to be inserted. During man-
ufacture, because the wax die end blocks do not have
the same pull direction as the bow of the airfoil, the turn
walls cannot be cast without creating a die-lock situation
and trapping the wax die.
[0004] Thus it is desirable to provide means of control-
ling the heat transfer and pressure loss in airfoils of gas
turbine engines, particularly at the endwall turn for ser-
pentine gas paths.

SUMMARY

[0005] According to some embodiments, turn caps for
airfoils of gas turbine engines are provided. The turn caps
include cavity sidewalls, a first turn cap divider extending
between the cavity sidewalls and defining a turning cavity
between the first turn cap divider and the cavity sidewalls,
and a second turn cap divider disposed radially inward
within the turning cavity. A first turning path is defined

between the first turn cap divider and the second turn
cap divider and a second turning path is defined radially
inward of the second turn cap divider, and a merging
chamber is formed in the turn cap wherein fluid flows
through the first turning path and the second turning path
are merged, the merging chamber, the first turning path,
and the second turning path forming the turning cavity.
[0006] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the turn caps may include that the cavity sidewalls, the
first turn cap divider, and the second turn cap divider are
integrally formed.
[0007] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the turn caps may include a platform of an airfoil,
wherein the cavity sidewalls are integrally formed with
the platform.
[0008] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the turn caps may include that the first turn cap divider
and the second turn cap divider are fixedly attached to
the cavity sidewalls.
[0009] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the turn caps may include that the cavity sidewalls
include a first landing and a second landing, wherein the
first turn cap divider is fixedly attached to the first landing
and the second turn cap divider is fixedly attached to the
second landing.
[0010] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the turn caps may include that a distance between the
first landings of the cavity sidewalls is greater than a dis-
tance between the second landings of the cavity side-
walls.
[0011] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the turn caps may include that the first turn cap divider
has a first segment and a second segment, wherein first
segment has a geometry to turn flow.
[0012] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the turn caps may include that the second turn cap
divider has a first segment and a second segment, where-
in the second segment of the second turn cap is parallel
to the second segment of the first turn cap divider.
[0013] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the turn caps may include that the first turning path
and the second turning path each define circumferential
aspect ratios.
[0014] According to some embodiments, airfoils of gas
turbine engines are provided. The airfoils include a hollow
body defining a first up-pass cavity, a second up-pass
cavity, and a first down-pass cavity, the hollow body hav-
ing an inner diameter end and an outer diameter end, a
first airfoil platform at one of the inner diameter end and
the outer diameter end of the hollow body, the first airfoil
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platform having a gas path surface and a non-gas path
surface, wherein the hollow body extends from the gas
path surface, a first up-pass cavity opening formed in the
non-gas path surface of the first airfoil platform fluidly
connected to the first up-pass cavity, a second up-pass
cavity opening formed in the non-gas path surface of the
first airfoil platform fluidly connected to the second up-
pass cavity, a first down-pass cavity opening formed in
the non-gas path surface of the first airfoil platform fluidly
connected to the first down-pass cavity, and a first turn
cap fixedly attached to the first airfoil platform on the non-
gas path surface covering the first and second up-pass
cavity openings and the first down-pass cavity opening
of the first airfoil platform and defining a first turning cav-
ity. The first turn cap has cavity sidewalls, a first turn cap
divider extending between the cavity sidewalls and de-
fining the first turning cavity between the first turn cap
divider and the cavity sidewalls, and a second turn cap
divider disposed radially inward within the first turning
cavity between the first turn cap divider and the non-gas
path surface of the first airfoil platform. A first turning path
is defined between the first turn cap divider and the sec-
ond turn cap divider and a second turning path is defined
radially inward of the second turn cap divider, and a merg-
ing chamber is formed in the turn cap wherein fluid flows
through the first turning path and the second turning path
are merged, the first turning cavity including the first turn-
ing path, the second turning path, and the merging cham-
ber.
[0015] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the airfoils may include that the cavity sidewalls, the
first turn cap divider, and the second turn cap divider are
integrally formed.
[0016] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the airfoils may include that the cavity sidewalls are
integrally formed with the first airfoil platform.
[0017] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the airfoils may include that the first turn cap divider
and the second turn cap divider are fixedly attached to
the cavity sidewalls.
[0018] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the airfoils may include that the cavity sidewalls include
a first landing and a second landing, wherein the first turn
cap divider is fixedly attached to the first landing and the
second turn cap divider is fixedly attached to the second
landing.
[0019] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the airfoils may include that a distance between the
first landings of the cavity sidewalls is greater than a dis-
tance between the second landings of the cavity side-
walls.
[0020] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments

of the airfoils may include that the first turn cap divider
has a first segment and a second segment, wherein first
segment has a geometry to turn flow.
[0021] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the airfoils may include that the second turn cap divider
has a first segment and a second segment, wherein the
second segment of the second turn cap is parallel to the
second segment of the first turn cap divider.
[0022] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the airfoils may include that the first turning path and
the second turning path each define circumferential as-
pect ratios.
[0023] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the airfoils may include a second airfoil platform at the
other of the inner diameter end and the outer diameter
end of the hollow body and a second turn cap fixedly
attached to the second airfoil platform.
[0024] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed herein, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the airfoils may include a "space-eater" baffle posi-
tioned in at least one of the up-pass cavities.
[0025] Embodiments of the present disclosure include
turn caps to be installed to platforms of airfoils to provide
turning paths to improve the convective cooling of the
airfoil within airfoil bodies and more particularly aid in
turning airflows to enable low- or no-loss merging of mul-
tiple air streams within a turn cap.
[0026] The foregoing features and elements may be
combined in various combinations without exclusivity,
unless expressly indicated otherwise. These features
and elements as well as the operation thereof will become
more apparent in light of the following description and
the accompanying drawings. It should be understood,
however, the following description and drawings are in-
tended to be illustrative and explanatory in nature and
non-limiting.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] The subject matter is particularly pointed out
and distinctly claimed at the conclusion of the specifica-
tion. The foregoing and other features, and advantages
of the present disclosure are apparent from the following
detailed description, which outlines some embodiments
of the disclosure by way of example only, taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1A is a schematic cross-sectional view of a gas
turbine engine that may employ various embodi-
ments disclosed herein;

FIG. 1B is a partial schematic view of a turbine sec-
tion of the gas turbine engine of FIG. 1A;

FIG. 2A is a schematic illustration of an airfoil con-
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figured in accordance with a non-limiting embodi-
ment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2B is an enlarged illustration of a portion of the
airfoil of FIG. 2A as indicated in the box 2B of FIG. 2A;

FIG. 2C is a cross-sectional illustration of the airfoil
of FIG. 2A as viewed along the line 2C-2C of FIG. 2B;

FIG. 2D is a cross-sectional illustration of the airfoil
of FIG. 2A as viewed along the line 2D-2D of FIG. 2B;

FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of airflow through
an airfoil having a turn cap installed thereto;

FIG. 4A is a schematic illustration of a turn cap in
accordance with an embodiment of the present dis-
closure as attached to an airfoil;

FIG. 4B is a cross-section illustration of the airfoil
and turn cap of FIG. 4A as viewed along the line 4B-
4B of FIG. 4A;

FIG. 4C is a schematic illustration of the turn cap of
FIGS. 4A-4B shown in enlarged detail;

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional illustration of a turn cap
and airfoil in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure;

FIG. 6A is a cross-sectional illustration of a "space-
eater" baffle enabled by embodiments of the present
disclosure;

FIG. 6B is a side elevation illustration of a baffle end
of the "space-eater" baffle of FIG. 6A;

FIG. 6C is a top-down isometric illustration of the
baffle end of the "space-eater" baffle of FIG. 6A;

FIG. 7A is a side view illustration of part of a manu-
facturing process for forming an airfoil having a turn
cap in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure;

FIG. 7B is a side view illustration of part of a manu-
facturing process for forming an airfoil having a turn
cap in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure;

FIG. 7C is a side view illustration of part of a manu-
facturing process for forming an airfoil having a turn
cap in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure;

FIG. 8A is a top-down isometric illustration of an al-
ternative configuration in accordance with the
present disclosure; and

FIG. 8B is a cross-section schematic illustration of
the configuration shown in FIG. 8A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] FIG. 1A schematically illustrates a gas turbine
engine 20. The exemplary gas turbine engine 20 is a two-
spool turbofan engine that generally incorporates a fan
section 22, a compressor section 24, a combustor section
26, and a turbine section 28. Alternative engines might
include an augmenter section (not shown) among other
systems for features. The fan section 22 drives air along
a bypass flow path B, while the compressor section 24
drives air along a core flow path C for compression and
communication into the combustor section 26. Hot com-
bustion gases generated in the combustor section 26 are
expanded through the turbine section 28. Although de-
picted as a turbofan gas turbine engine in the disclosed
non-limiting embodiment, it should be understood that
the concepts described herein are not limited to turbofan
engines and these teachings could extend to other types
of engines, including but not limited to, three-spool en-
gine architectures.
[0029] The gas turbine engine 20 generally includes a
low speed spool 30 and a high speed spool 32 mounted
for rotation about an engine centerline longitudinal axis
A. The low speed spool 30 and the high speed spool 32
may be mounted relative to an engine static structure 33
via several bearing systems 31. It should be understood
that other bearing systems 31 may alternatively or addi-
tionally be provided.
[0030] The low speed spool 30 generally includes an
inner shaft 34 that interconnects a fan 36, a low pressure
compressor 38 and a low pressure turbine 39. The inner
shaft 34 can be connected to the fan 36 through a geared
architecture 45 to drive the fan 36 at a lower speed than
the low speed spool 30. The high speed spool 32 includes
an outer shaft 35 that interconnects a high pressure com-
pressor 37 and a high pressure turbine 40. In this em-
bodiment, the inner shaft 34 and the outer shaft 35 are
supported at various axial locations by bearing systems
31 positioned within the engine static structure 33.
[0031] A combustor 42 is arranged between the high
pressure compressor 37 and the high pressure turbine
40. A mid-turbine frame 44 may be arranged generally
between the high pressure turbine 40 and the low pres-
sure turbine 39. The mid-turbine frame 44 can support
one or more bearing systems 31 of the turbine section
28. The mid-turbine frame 44 may include one or more
airfoils 46 that extend within the core flow path C.
[0032] The inner shaft 34 and the outer shaft 35 are
concentric and rotate via the bearing systems 31 about
the engine centerline longitudinal axis A, which is co-
linear with their longitudinal axes. The core airflow is com-
pressed by the low pressure compressor 38 and the high
pressure compressor 37, is mixed with fuel and burned
in the combustor 42, and is then expanded over the high
pressure turbine 40 and the low pressure turbine 39. The
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high pressure turbine 40 and the low pressure turbine 39
rotationally drive the respective high speed spool 32 and
the low speed spool 30 in response to the expansion.
[0033] The pressure ratio of the low pressure turbine
39 can be pressure measured prior to the inlet of the low
pressure turbine 39 as related to the pressure at the outlet
of the low pressure turbine 39 and prior to an exhaust
nozzle of the gas turbine engine 20. In one non-limiting
embodiment, the bypass ratio of the gas turbine engine
20 is greater than about ten (10:1), the fan diameter is
significantly larger than that of the low pressure compres-
sor 38, and the low pressure turbine 39 has a pressure
ratio that is greater than about five (5:1). It should be
understood, however, that the above parameters are only
examples of one embodiment of a geared architecture
engine and that the present disclosure is applicable to
other gas turbine engines, including direct drive turbo-
fans.
[0034] In this embodiment of the example gas turbine
engine 20, a significant amount of thrust is provided by
the bypass flow path B due to the high bypass ratio. The
fan section 22 of the gas turbine engine 20 is designed
for a particular flight condition-typically cruise at about
0.8 Mach and about 10,668 metres (35,000 feet). This
flight condition, with the gas turbine engine 20 at its best
fuel consumption, is also known as bucket cruise Thrust
Specific Fuel Consumption (TSFC). TSFC is an industry
standard parameter of fuel consumption per unit of thrust.
[0035] Fan Pressure Ratio is the pressure ratio across
a blade of the fan section 22 without the use of a Fan
Exit Guide Vane system. The low Fan Pressure Ratio
according to one non-limiting embodiment of the example
gas turbine engine 20 is less than 1.45. Low Corrected
Fan Tip Speed is the actual fan tip speed divided by an
industry standard temperature correction of [(Tram
°K)/(288.2 °K)]0.5 ([(Tram °R)/(518.7 °R)]0.5), where T rep-
resents the ambient temperature in degrees Kelvin
(Rankine). The Low Corrected Fan Tip Speed according
to one non-limiting embodiment of the example gas tur-
bine engine 20 is less than about 1150 fps (351 m/s).
[0036] Each of the compressor section 24 and the tur-
bine section 28 may include alternating rows of rotor as-
semblies and vane assemblies (shown schematically)
that carry airfoils that extend into the core flow path C.
For example, the rotor assemblies can carry a plurality
of rotating blades 25, while each vane assembly can carry
a plurality of vanes 27 that extend into the core flow path
C. The blades 25 of the rotor assemblies create or extract
energy (in the form of pressure) from the core airflow that
is communicated through the gas turbine engine 20 along
the core flow path C. The vanes 27 of the vane assem-
blies direct the core airflow to the blades 25 to either add
or extract energy.
[0037] Various components of a gas turbine engine 20,
including but not limited to the airfoils of the blades 25
and the vanes 27 of the compressor section 24 and the
turbine section 28, may be subjected to repetitive thermal
cycling under widely ranging temperatures and pres-

sures. The hardware of the turbine section 28 is partic-
ularly subjected to relatively extreme operating condi-
tions. Therefore, some components may require internal
cooling circuits for cooling the parts during engine oper-
ation. Example cooling circuits that include features such
as partial cavity baffles are discussed below.
[0038] FIG. 1B is a partial schematic view of a turbine
section 100 that may be part of the gas turbine engine
20 shown in FIG. 1A. Turbine section 100 includes one
or more airfoils 102a, 102b. As shown, some airfoils 102a
are stationary stator vanes and other airfoils 102b are
blades of turbines disks. The airfoils 102a, 102b are hol-
low body airfoils with one or more internal cavities defin-
ing a number of cooling channels 104 (schematically
shown in vane 102a). The airfoil cavities 104 are formed
within the airfoils 102a, 102b and extend from an inner
diameter 106 to an outer diameter 108, or vice-versa.
The airfoil cavities 104, as shown in the vane 102a, are
separated by partitions 105 that extend either from the
inner diameter 106 or the outer diameter 108 of the vane
102a. The partitions 105, as shown, extend for a portion
of the length of the vane 102a to form a serpentine pas-
sage within the vane 102a. As such, the partitions 105
may stop or end prior to forming a complete wall within
the vane 102a. Thus, each of the airfoil cavities 104 may
be fluidly connected. In other configurations, the parti-
tions 105 can extend the full length of the respective air-
foil. Although not shown, those of skill in the art will ap-
preciate that the blades 102b can include similar cooling
passages formed by partitions therein.
[0039] As shown, counting from a leading edge on the
left, the vane 102a may include six airfoil cavities 104
within the hollow body: a first airfoil cavity on the far left
followed by a second airfoil cavity immediately to the right
of the first airfoil cavity and fluidly connected thereto, and
so on. Those of skill in the art will appreciate that the
partitions 105 that separate and define the airfoil cavities
104 are not usually visible and FIG. 1B is merely pre-
sented for illustrative and explanatory purposes.
[0040] The airfoil cavities 104 are configured for cool-
ing airflow to pass through portions of the vane 102a and
thus cool the vane 102a. For example, as shown in FIG.
1B, an airflow path 110 is indicated by a dashed line. In
the configuration of FIG. 1B, air flows from a rotor cavity
112 and into an airfoil inner diameter cavity 114 through
an orifice 116. The air then flows into and through the
airfoil cavities 104 as indicated by the airflow path 110.
Positioned at the outer diameter of the airfoil 102, as
shown, is an outer diameter cavity 118.
[0041] As shown in FIG. 1B, the vane 102a includes
an outer diameter platform 120 and an inner diameter
platform 122. The vane platforms 120, 122 are configured
to enable attachment within and to the gas turbine engine.
For example, as appreciated by those of skill in the art,
the inner diameter platform 122 can be mounted between
adjacent rotor disks and the outer diameter platform 120
can be mounted to a case 124 of the gas turbine engine.
As shown, the outer diameter cavity 118 is formed be-
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tween the case 124 and the outer diameter platform 120.
Those of skill in the art will appreciate that the outer di-
ameter cavity 118 and the inner diameter cavity 114 are
outside of or separate from the core flow path C. The
cavities 114, 118 are separated from the core flow path
C by the platforms 120, 122. Thus, each platform 120,
122 includes a respective core gas path surface 120a,
122a and a non-gas path surface 120b, 122b. The body
of the vane 102a extends from and between the gas path
surfaces 120a, 122a of the respective platforms 120, 122.
In some embodiments, the platforms 120, 122 and the
body of the vane 102a are a unitary body.
[0042] Air is passed through the airfoil cavities of the
airfoils to provide cooling airflow to prevent overheating
of the airfoils and/or other components or parts of the
gas turbine engine. The flow rate through the airfoil cav-
ities may be a relatively low flow rate of air and because
of the low flow rate, the convective cooling and resultant
internal heat transfer coefficient may be too low to
achieve the desired metal temperatures of the airfoils.
One solution to this is to add one or more baffles into the
airfoil cavities. That is, in order to achieve desired metal
temperatures to meet airfoil full-life with the cooling flow
allocated based on turbine engine design, "space-eater"
baffles may be used inside airfoil serpentine cooling pas-
sages (e.g., within the airfoil cavities 104 shown in FIG.
1B). In this instance, the "space-eater" baffle serves as
a way to consume internal cavity area/volume in order
to reduce the available cross-sectional area through
which air can flow. This enables the local flow per unit
area to be increased which in turn results in higher cooling
cavity Reynolds Numbers and internal convective heat
transfer. In some of these configurations, the serpentine
turns must be located outside the gas path endwalls (e.g.,
outside of the airfoil body) to allow the "space-eater" baf-
fles to extend all the way to the gas path endwall. That
is, the "space-eater" baffles may be required to extend
into the outer diameter cavity 118 or the inner diameter
cavity 114. In some circumstances, depending upon the
method of manufacture, the radial cooling cavities 104
must be accessible to allow for the insertion of the "space-
eater" baffles. However, those of skill in the art will ap-
preciate that if the airfoil cooling configurations are fab-
ricated using alternative additive manufacturing process-
es and/or fugitive core casting processes the "space-eat-
er" baffles may be fabricated as an integral part or com-
ponent of the internal convective cooling design concur-
rently with the rest of the core body and cooling circuit.
[0043] Additionally, as will be appreciated by those of
skill in the art, a cooling scheme generally requires the
merging of cooling flow from several radial passages ex-
tending along the pressure and suction sides of the airfoil
with minimum pressure loss. For example, a cooling flow
from the leading edge-most passages of the airfoil must
be able to get to the trailing edge passage(s) with as little
pressure loss as possible, e.g., as traveling from the lead-
ing edge on the left of the airfoil 102a in FIG. 1B to the
trailing edge on the right of the airfoil 102a. Alternatively,

in some embodiments, the direction of the serpentine
flow may flow from the trailing edge-most passages of
the airfoil toward the leading edge passage(s) with as
little pressure loss as possible. To avoid unnecessary
turbulence generated by the merging of multi-directional
air flow streams that are flowing with varying velocities
and pressures, the cooling flow must remain in each pas-
sage as it transitions from radial flow to axial flow (e.g.,
moving in a direction from leading edge toward trailing
edge of the airfoil or, conversely, from trailing edge to-
ward the leading edge of the airfoil). Depending on the
particular configuration of the turbine, housing, engine,
etc., there may be a limited radial distance to merge the
cooling flow, particularly when transitioning from one di-
rection or orientation of flow to another direction or ori-
entation of flow.
[0044] In cooling passages, the channel defining the
passage has an aspect ratio associated or defined by
the dimensions of the channel that are perpendicular to
the flow direction. As will be appreciated by those of skill
in the art, the term aspect ratio is typically used to define
the relationship between the dimensions of a channel
perpendicular to the flow direction. As used herein, the
name of an aspect ratio will refer to the orientation of the
longest dimension perpendicular to the flow direction. For
example, an "axial aspect ratio" means the longest di-
mension that is perpendicular to the flow direction (e.g.,
Wi in FIG. 2B) is in an axial orientation. A "circumferential
aspect ratio" means the longest dimension that is per-
pendicular to the flow direction (e.g., W2 in FIG. 2C) is in
a circumferential orientation. A "radial aspect ratio"
means the longest dimension that is perpendicular to the
flow direction is in a radial orientation.
[0045] For example, with reference to FIG. 1B, the
leading edge passage of airflow path 110 through the
airfoil 102a flows upward on the page from the inner di-
ameter 106 to the outer diameter 108. Thus, in this in-
stance, the airflow passing through the leading edge pas-
sage is in a radial flow direction. As such, the dimensions
that define aspect ratio of the channel defining the leading
edge passage would be in an axial orientation (i.e., left-
to-right on the page) and a circumferential orientation
(i.e., in and out of the page). In one example, for illustrat-
ing and explaining the nomenclature related to aspect
ratios, the axial dimension of this leading channel is long-
er than the circumferential dimension. That is, the left-to-
right dimension is longer than the dimension of the chan-
nel in the direction into/out of the page (e.g., from a pres-
sure side to a suction side, as will be appreciated by those
of skill in the art). Because the axial dimension is the
longer of the dimensions that is perpendicular to a flow
direction through the leading edge channel, the leading
edge channel has an "axial aspect ratio."
[0046] Accordingly, as noted above and as used here-
in, the "name" of an aspect ratio is defined as the direction
of the longest dimension of a channel that is perpendic-
ular to a direction of flow through the channel (e.g., axial,
radial, circumferential). Thus, as described above, an as-
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pect ratio of a channel within an airfoil having air flowing
from the inner diameter to the outer diameter has a radial
flow direction. With a "space-eater" baffle installed within
such an airfoil, the longest dimension that is perpendic-
ular to the flow direction is the axially oriented dimension
and the circumferentially oriented dimension is the short-
er dimension. As such, the channel has an "axial aspect
ratio." An axial aspect ratio can also have a direction of
cooling flow in a circumferential direction, with the shorter
dimension of the channel having a radial orientation. A
"circumferential aspect ratio" channel is one that has a
flow direction in either the radial or axial flow direction,
with the longest dimension of the channel that is perpen-
dicular to the flow direction having a circumferential ori-
entation. Similarly, a "radial aspect ratio" channel is one
that has an axial or circumferential flow direction, with
the longest dimension of the channel that is perpendic-
ular to the flow direction being circumferentially oriented.
[0047] The above described limited radial distance at
the turning of airflows passing through airfoils may alter
the direction of the channels and, thus, the associated
aspect ratios. For example when transitioning from a ra-
dial flow direction to an axial flow direction, a flow pas-
sage may transition from an axial aspect ratio channel
to a circumferential aspect ratio channel. Once all the
flow is travelling in the same direction, it can be merged.
[0048] Referencing FIGS. 2A-2D, schematic illustra-
tion of an airfoil 202 configured in accordance with an
embodiment of the present disclosure is shown. The air-
foil 202 may be a vane and similar to that shown and
described above having a body that extends from an in-
ner diameter platform 222 to an outer diameter platform
220. The airfoil 202 extends from a gas path surface 220a
of the outer diameter platform 220 to a gas path surface
222a of the inner diameter platform 222.
[0049] The airfoil 202 includes a plurality of interior air-
foil cavities, with a first airfoil cavity 204a being an up
pass of a serpentine cavity, a second airfoil cavity 204b
being a down pass of the serpentine cavity, and a third
airfoil cavity 204c being a trailing edge cavity. The airfoil
202 also includes a fourth airfoil cavity 204d that is a
leading edge cavity. As illustratively shown, a cooling flow
of air can follow an airflow path 210 by entering the airfoil
202 from the inner diameter, flowing upward to the outer
diameter through the up pass of the first airfoil cavity
204a, turning at the outer diameter turning cavity 246,
downward through the down pass of the second airfoil
cavity 204b, turning at the inner diameter turning cavity
248, and then upward and out through the third airfoil
cavity 204c. As shown, the first and second airfoil cavities
204a, 204b are configured with baffles 238a, 238b in-
serted therein.
[0050] To provide sufficient cooling flow and control of
cooling air pressure within the airflow path 210, the airfoil
202 is provided with a first turn cap 242 and a second
turn cap 244. The first turn cap 242 defines a first turning
cavity 246 therein. Similarly, the second turn cap 244
defines a second turning cavity 248 therein. As illustra-

tively shown, the first turn cap 242 is positioned at an
outer diameter 208 of the airfoil 202 and fluidly connects
the first airfoil cavity 204a with the second airfoil cavity
204b. The second turn cap 244 is positioned at an inner
diameter 206 of the airfoil 202 and fluidly connects the
second airfoil cavity 204b with the third airfoil cavity 204c.
The first and second turning cavities 246, 248 define por-
tions of the cooling airflow path 210 used for cooling the
airfoil 202. The turn caps 242, 244 are attached to re-
spective non-gas path surfaces 220b, 222b of the plat-
forms 220, 222.
[0051] The first and second turn caps 242, 244 move
the turn of the airflow path 210 outside of the airfoil and
into the cavities external to the airfoil (e.g., within outer
diameter cavity 118 and inner diameter cavity 114 shown
in FIG. 1B) and outside the hot gas path region which is
typically constrained between the outer diameter and in-
ner diameter gas path surfaces 120a, 122a of the respec-
tive platforms 120, 122, as shown in FIG. 1B. As such,
there is significantly lower heat flux that exists outside of
the hot gas path region. In this embodiment, the first and
second turn caps 242, 244 serve as conduits for the in-
ternal cooling air flow to be transitioned toward the outer
perimeter of the "space-eater" baffles 238a, 238b. In this
instance, the "space eater" baffles consume a significant
portion of the unobstructed cooling channels creating sig-
nificantly smaller cooling channels 204a immediately ad-
jacent to the external airfoil side wall surfaces along the
entire radial distance of the airfoil surface (as shown in
FIG. 2D). The redirection of cooling air flow around the
perimeter of the "space-eater" baffles into the smaller
cross-sectional area cooling channels 204a enables sig-
nificantly higher internal cooling air flow Reynolds Num-
bers to be obtained. The increase in cooling air flow per
unit area results in a higher internal convective heat trans-
fer coefficient to be achieved along the entire radial cool-
ing cavity immediately adjacent to the surface of an airfoil
external sidewall 205 within the body of the airfoil 202
(as shown in FIG. 2D). In this embodiment, the turn caps
242, 244 are manufactured as separate parts or pieces
that are welded or otherwise fixedly attached to the plat-
forms 220, 222.
[0052] As shown illustratively, the first turn cap 242 and
the second turn cap 244 have different geometric shapes.
The turn caps in accordance with the present disclosure
can take various different geometric shapes such that a
desired air flow and pressure loss characteristics can be
achieved. For example, a curved turn cap may provide
improved and/or controlled airflow at the turn outside of
the airfoil body. Other geometries may be employed, for
example, to accommodate other considerations within
the gas turbine engine, such as fitting between the plat-
form and a case of the engine. Further, various manu-
facturing considerations may impact turn cap shape. For
example, flat surfaces are easier to fabricate using sheet
metal, and thus it may be cost effective to have flat sur-
faces of the turn caps, while still providing sufficient flow
control.
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[0053] As shown in FIGS. 2B-2C, enlarged illustrations
of a portion of the airfoil 202 of FIG. 2A are shown. FIG.
2B illustrates an enlarged illustration of the box 2B indi-
cated in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2C is a cross-sectional illus-
tration along the line 2C-2C shown in FIG. 2B. As shown
in FIG. 2B, the airfoil 202 includes the baffle 238a dis-
posed within first airfoil cavity 204a. The airfoil 202 ex-
tends radially inward (relative to an axis of an engine) as
indicated by the key shown in FIGS. 2A-2C. In FIGS. 2A-
2C, the radial direction is outward relative to an engine
axis (e.g., engine centerline longitudinal axis A shown in
FIG. 1A) and is illustrated as upward on the page of FIGS.
2A-2C. The axial direction is along the engine axis and
is shown indicated to the right in FIGS. 2A-2B and into
the page of FIG. 2C. Those of skill in the art will appreciate
that a circumferential direction is to the left/right in FIG.
2C (into/out of page of FIGS. 2A-2B).
[0054] As shown in FIGS. 2B-2D, air flowing through
the first airfoil cavity 204a and into the first turning cavity
246 will change in aspect ratios with respect to the chan-
nel through which the flow passes. For example, when
passing radially upward or outward within the first airfoil
cavity 204a, the airflow will pass through a channel (e.g.,
first airfoil cavity 204a) defined by the airfoil external side-
walls 205 and the baffle 238a. The first airfoil cavity 204a
and the baffle 238a define an axial aspect ratio of height-
to-width of the channel. In this case the airflow channel
has a first height H1’, H1" which is a distance between a
surface of the baffle 238a and a surface of an airfoil ex-
ternal sidewall 205 in the circumferential direction. As
shown, and as will be appreciated by those of skill in the
art, the first height H1’, H1" can be different on the suction
and pressure sides of the baffle 238a. However, in some
embodiments, the first height H1’, H1" is the same on
both the pressure and suction airfoil external sidewalls
205. As shown in FIGS. 2B-2D, the first airfoil cavity 204a
can have first width W1’, W1", which as shown, is a dis-
tance in the substantially axial direction.
[0055] When the airflow passes into the first turn cap
242, the orientation of the aspect ratio changes to a cir-
cumferential aspect ratio channel. In this case, a second
height H2 is the height of the first turn cap 242 from the
non-gas path surface 220b of the platform 220. The width
of the airflow channel within the first turn cap 242 (second
width W2) is a distance between the pressure side and
the suction side of the airfoil, as shown in FIG. 2C. As
noted above, the limited radial height within the turn cap
(e.g., second height H2) may alter the available aspect
ratios for the flow passages and, thus, the flow pas-
sage(s) will transition from an axial aspect ratio (within
the airfoil) to a circumferential aspect ratio (within the turn
cap). Once all the flow is travelling in the same direction,
it can be merged.
[0056] Turning now to FIG. 3, a schematic illustration
of an airfoil 302 having a turn cap 342 mounted on a non-
gas path surface 320b of a platform 320 is shown. Cav-
ities of the airfoil 302 are fluidly connected to a turning
cavity 346 within the turn cap 342 by means of cavity

openings 399a, 399b, as described herein, that are
formed in the platform 320.
[0057] As schematically shown, airflow 310 flows ra-
dially upward through the airfoil 302 along multiple up-
pass first airfoil cavities 304a. The airflow passes from
the up-pass cavities 304a through respective cavity
openings 399a and into the turning cavity 346 of the turn
cap 342. To direct the airflow 310 through cavities 399b
and into multiple down-pass cavities 304b, the turn cap
342 is provided. However, as shown, as the different
branches of the airflow 310 enter the turn cap 342 and
merge, turbulence (and thus losses) may arise. That is,
multiple air flow streams of varying velocities and pres-
sures are merged and travel axially toward the trailing
edge of the airfoil 302. Because the different flow streams
of airflow 310 enter the turn cap 342 at different positions,
some of the airflow will be moving axially (e.g., axially
forward-entering air streams) while other streams will be
flowing radially (e.g., axially aftward-entering air
streams). As a result of the merging of multi-directional
flow streams large eddies are generated (as schemati-
cally shown in FIG. 3) creating local turbulent vorticities
which induce undesired pressure losses in the internal
cooling air flow.
[0058] Accordingly, as provided herein, turn cap divid-
ers are provided within the turn cap to keep the cooling
flow separated into the individual passages as it transi-
tions from a radial flow direction (axial aspect ratio) to an
axial flow direction (circumferential aspect ratio). The turn
cap dividers are configured and positioned to transition
the airflow from the airfoil cavities into the turn cap to
enable a smooth transition and merge one or more air-
flows without incurring significant pressure losses.
[0059] At the leading or axially forward edge of each
turn cap divider, there is a first segment or transition sur-
face that is configured to direct the cooling flow aft as it
exits an airfoil cavity. In some embodiments, the first seg-
ment or transition surface is aligned to match up with a
surface of a "space-eater" baffle that is located inside the
radial passages of the airfoil and can prevent the baffle
from travelling radially (e.g., operates as a stop surface).
The downstream end of the "space-eater" baffles (e.g.,
at the platform) diffuses the cooling flow and helps the
cooling flow transition from an axial aspect ratio to a cir-
cumferential aspect ratio channel.
[0060] In some embodiments, in order to allow the
"space-eater" baffles to be inserted into the cavities of
the airfoil, the turn cap dividers are installed after the
baffles are installed. This can be done by creating a sep-
arate cap (e.g., turn caps as described herein) containing
the turn cap dividers and is affixed to the platform of the
airfoil. In some configurations, vane casting geometries
can be configured to accommodate the turn cap dividers
or separate landings or other structures in the vane cast-
ing can be formed to enable attachment of the turn cap
dividers.
[0061] Turning now to FIGS. 4A-4C, schematic illus-
trations of an airfoil 402 configured with a turn cap 442
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in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure are shown. FIG. 4A is a side view illustration of the
airfoil 402 and the turn cap 442 and FIG. 4B is a cross-
section illustration viewed along the line 4B-4B shown in
FIG. 4A. FIG. 4C is an enlarged illustration of a portion
of FIG. 4B illustrating dimensions within the turn cap 442.
As shown, the airfoil 402 includes a plurality of first up-
pass cavities 404a and two second down-pass cavities
404b. As shown, internal cooling air flows radially upward
(outward) through the first up-pass cavities 404a, turns
within the turn cap 442, and is merged prior to flowing
radially downward (inward) into and through the two sec-
ond down-pass cavities 404b.
[0062] The turn cap 442 is configured to keep the cool-
ing flow streams in each passage (first up-pass cavities
404a) segregated until all of the flow streams have turned
axial and are flowing in the same direction (e.g., parallel
to each other). Such segregation in the turn can eliminate
the pressure loss associated with turbulence caused by
the merging of multi-directional air flow streams that are
flowing with varying velocities and pressures. In addition,
embodiments provided herein enable a means of transi-
tioning the cooling passages from an axial aspect ratio
to a circumferential aspect ratio in order to fit all of the
passages within the limited radial height available within
the turn cap.
[0063] To separate the flow, the turn cap 442 is con-
figured with one or more turn cap dividers therein, with
the turn cap dividers separating or dividing up a turning
cavity 446 within the turn cap 442. For example, as shown
in FIGS, 4A-4B, the turn cap 442 includes a first turn cap
divider 450, a second turn cap divider 452, and a third
turn cap divider 454. The first turn cap divider 450 defines
an exterior surface or wall of the turn cap 442 and sep-
arated the turning cavity within the turn cap 442 from the
outer diameter cavity (or inner diameter cavity) as de-
scribed with respect to FIG. IB. The second and third turn
cap dividers 452, 454 separate the turning cavity of the
turn cap 442 into three turning paths 456, 458, 460. As
shown, a first turning path 456 is defined between the
first turn cap divider 450 and the second turn cap divider
452, the second turning path 458 is defined between the
second turn cap divider 452 and the third turn cap divider
454, and the third turning path 460 is defined radially
inward of the third turn cap divider 454.
[0064] The first turning path 456 is fluidly connected to
one of the first up-pass cavities 404a, the second turning
path 458 is fluidly connected to a different one of the first
up-pass cavities 404a, and the third turning path 460 is
fluidly connected to a different one of the first up-pass
cavities 404a. As illustratively shown, as the airflow en-
ters the turn cap 442 into the respective turning paths
456, 458, 460, the airflow is turned from a radial flow
direction to an axial and/or circumferential direction. Each
of the turning paths 456, 458, 460 direct the airflow there-
in toward a merging chamber 462, wherein the fluid flow
through the respective turning paths 456, 458, 460 is
merged prior to flowing radially inward/downward into the

second down-pass cavities 404b. The turn cap dividers
450, 452, 454 are formed or positioned parallel to each
other such that the fluid flow from each of the turning
paths 456, 458, 460 is parallel with the other turning paths
as the fluid enters the merging chamber 462 and thus
turbulence and losses can be minimized or eliminated
when merging separate multi-directional internal air the
flow streams from multiple cooling cavity channels and
paths.
[0065] The turn cap 442 defines the multiple turning
paths 456, 458, 460, with each turning path 456, 458,
460 having an aspect ratio that may be advantageous
within the turn of the turn cap 442 and to maintain desired
flow characteristics. For example, as shown in FIG. 4C,
an enlarged illustration of the turn cap 442 is shown. As
shown in FIG. 4C, the first turning path 456 has a height
H3 that is a distance between the first turn cap divider
450 and the second turn cap divider 452 that define the
first turning path 456. The first turning path 456 has a
width W3 that is a distance between cavity sidewalls 464.
The aspect ratio of the first turning path 456 is defined
by a ratio of height H3 to width W3 (which is a circumfer-
ential aspect ratio). The cavity sidewalls 464 define the
axial extent of the turn cap 442 and, in this embodiment,
are integrally formed as part of the turn cap dividers 450,
452, 545. Each of the turning paths 456, 458, 460 can
have a circumferential aspect ratio that is the same or
different. For example, the radial separation of the vari-
ous turn cap dividers may be different and thus each
turning path may have a different aspect ratio. In other
embodiments each of the turning paths may have the
same aspect ratio, at least for a portion of the axial extent
of the turning paths.
[0066] Turning now to FIG. 5, a schematic cross-sec-
tional illustration of a turn cap 542 having a turning cavity
546 in accordance with an embodiment of the present
disclosure is shown. The turn cap 542 and turning cavity
546 may be substantially similar to that shown and de-
scribed above and can be attached to a non-gas path
surface 520b of a platform (as described above, sche-
matically shown as a dashed line in FIG. 5). The turn cap
542 includes turn cap dividers 550, 552, 554 that define
turning paths 556, 558, 560, as described above. Airflow
from one or more up-pass cavities 504a’, 504a", and
504a’" passes through the turning paths 556, 558, 560
is merged in a merging chamber 562. The first turning
path 556 is fluidly sourced from a first up-pass cavity
504a’ through a respective cavity opening 599a’ formed
in and passing through a platform of an airfoil. The second
turning path 558 is fluidly sourced from a second up-pass
cavity 504a" through a respective cavity opening 599a"
formed in and passing through the platform of the airfoil.
The third turning path 560 is fluidly sourced from a third
up-pass cavity 504a’" through a respective cavity open-
ing 599a’’’ formed in and passing through the platform of
the airfoil. The cooling air flow flows radially upward/out-
ward into turning paths 556, 558, 560, is merged within
the merging chamber 562, and then flows radially down-
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ward/inward into a first down-pass cavity 504b’ through
a respective cavity opening 599b’ and a second down-
pass cavity 504b" through a respective cavity opening
599b". The up-pass cavities 504a’, 504a", 504a’’’ and the
down-pass cavities 504b’, 504b" are cooling cavities
within an airfoil, for example, as shown and described
above.
[0067] Each of the turn cap dividers 550, 552, 554 can
be formed of multiple segments to aid in flow control, and
particularly with respect to turning of the airflow. As
shown in FIG. 5, the first turn cap divider 550 includes a
first segment 568, a second segment 570, and a third
segment 572. The first segment 568 of the first turn cap
divider 550 defines a geometry (e.g., contour, angle,
slope, bend, curve, etc.) that can be optimized to aid flow
turning. As shown in FIG. 5, the first segment 568 of the
first turn cap divider 550 is an angled surface or wall of
the turn cap 542. The first segment 568 of the first turn
cap divider 550 extends radially (at an angle) away from
the non-gas path surface 520b of the platform. The sec-
ond segment 570 of the first turn cap divider 550 extends
from the first segment 568 of the first turn cap divider 550
in an axial direction. The third segment 572 of the first
turn cap divider 550 has a geometry (e.g., contour, angle,
slope, bend, curve, etc.) that extends radially inward from
the second segment 570 of the first turn cap divider 550
to the non-gas path surface 520b of the platform. The
third segment 572 of the first turn cap divider 550 defines,
in part, the merging chamber 562, and the contour of the
third segment 572 of the first turn cap divider 550 can be
optimized to direct the merged airflow into one or more
down-pass cavities (e.g., cavities 504b’, 504b").
[0068] Similar to the first turn cap divider 550, the sec-
ond turn cap divider 552 and the third turn cap divider
554 each having respective first segments 574, 578 and
second segments 576, 580. The first segments 574, 578
of the second and third turn cap dividers 552, 554 can
have a contour configured to aid in turning flow from a
radial direction to a predominantly axial/circumferential
direction. The second segments 576, 580 of the second
and third turn cap dividers 552, 554 may be parallel, con-
verging, and/or diverging, and in some embodiments,
may be parallel, converging, and/or diverging to the first
segment 570 of the first turn cap divider 550. Although
the dividing segments are shown as linear features, it will
be appreciated that in some embodiments, the dividing
segments may be curvilinear and/or comprise of varying
local radii of convex and/or concave curvature and incli-
nation angles and inflections. Further, as shown, the sec-
ond segments 576, 580 of the second and third turn cap
dividers 552, 554 terminate at the same axial location,
with each of the independent turning path channels 556,
558, 560 having a common junction point within the turn
cap 442, where the individual turning channels coalesce
into merging chamber 562, as defined and illustrated as
stippling in FIG. 5. However, in some embodiments, the
termination point of the second segments 576, 580 of the
second and third turn cap dividers 552, 554 does not

have to be at the same axial location, and thus the shape
of the merging chamber 562 is not necessarily as well
defined as that shown in FIG. 5. For example, in some
embodiments, the first and second turning paths 556 558
may merge (within the merging chamber 562) at a point
that is axially forward of the point where the fluid flow
from the third turning path 560 is merged in the merging
chamber 562.
[0069] The first segments 568, 574, 578, which can be
contoured, angled, or otherwise arranged to deflect cool-
ing flow from the radial passages aftward into an axial/cir-
cumferential flow (e.g., as shown and described herein).
As the radially flowing air contacts the first segments 568,
574, 578, the flow is diffused and deflected aftward, but
remains in separate passages. The flow vortices created
by the mixing of multi-directional air flow streams of var-
ying velocities, pressures, and temperatures will be sig-
nificantly mitigated, and in turn minimize the inherent total
pressure losses traditionally observed with highly turbu-
lent flow structures. Further, the aspect ratio of the flow
channels change from axial (within the airfoil) to circum-
ferential (within the turn cap 542) to reduce radial channel
height in order to enable installation within a case of a
gas turbine engine, which may have very limited space.
That is, by changing the turning cooling channels 556,
558, 560 to circumferential aspect ratio orientations, the
turn cap size (in the radial direction) can be minimized.
Advantageously, the turn cap 542 reduces pressure loss-
es by aligning flow streams prior to merging of the flow
streams within the merging chamber 562.
[0070] Although shown and described with respect to
a specific geometry, those of skill in the art will appreciate
that the turn cap and/or the turn cap dividers therein can
have various shapes, angles, curves, contours, etc. with-
out departing from the scope of the present disclosure.
For example, the first segment of one or more of the turn
cap dividers can be curved or contoured to provide a
customized airflow surface in order to optically direct the
air flow within the turning channels contained without the
turn cap 442. The shaping may be in three dimensions,
such that the angles and/or contours can be different
and/or customized/optimized in the radial direction, the
axial direction, and/or the circumferential direction.
[0071] Turning now to FIGS. 6A-6C, various schematic
illustrations of an end of a baffle in accordance with an
embodiment of the present disclosure are shown. The
turn caps disclosed herein can enable the use of baffles
which can provide additional flow control. For example,
baffle end surface(s) on a baffle end can help diffuse the
cooling flow as it transitions from an axial aspect ratio to
a circumferential aspect ratio. Additionally, the ability to
control the rate of diffusion of the cooling flow as it enters
into the first turn cap 242 also minimizes the total pres-
sure loss by mitigating the potential for flow separation
associated with the sudden expansion of the internal
cooling geometry as the flow is transitioned from an axial
aspect ratio cooling channel to a circumferential aspect
ratio cooling channel in the first turning cavity 246.
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[0072] A non-limiting example of such angled end of a
baffle is show in FIGS. 6A-6C. FIG. 6A is a cross-sec-
tional illustration of a baffle end 638a of a baffle 638 as
viewed in the axial direction (e.g., along the axis of an
engine); FIG. 6B is a side elevation illustration of the baf-
fle end 638a; and FIG. 6C is a perspective illustration of
the baffle end 638a. As shown in FIGS. 6A-6C, the baffled
end 638a can include multiple baffle end surfaces 639a,
639b, 639c. The baffle end surfaces 639a, 639b, 639c
of the baffle end 638a can be contoured, curved, or have
various other geometric shapes and thus are not limited
to smooth, flat, or angled surfaces. In some embodi-
ments, the shape of one or more of the baffle end surfaces
639a, 639b, 639c can be configured to match the shape,
contour, angle, geometry, etc. of a first segment of a turn
cap and/or a turn cap divider. As such, at least one sur-
face of the baffle end surfaces 639a, 639b, 639c can be
configured to engage with or otherwise contact a surface
of the turn cap dividers and thus, the turn cap can operate
as a stop to prevent radial, axial, and/or circumferential
movement of the baffle 638 relative to an airfoil internal
cooling cavity in which it is inserted.
[0073] Turning now to FIGS. 7A-7C, schematic illus-
trations of a manufacturing process of an airfoil having a
turn cap in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure are shown. In FIG. 7A, a formed airfoil
702 has multiple "space-eater" baffles 738a, 738b, 738c
inserted into cavities 704a of the airfoil 702. The baffles
738a, 738b, 738c are not physically attached within the
airfoil 702 and thus may be free to move relative thereto.
The cavities 704a may include stand-offs or other struc-
tures to position and support the baffles 738a, 738b, 738c
within the cavities 704a, but actually attachment may not
be present. With the baffles 738a, 738b, 738c inserted
into the cavities 704a, a turn cap 742 is lowered into con-
tact with a non-gas path surface 720b of a platform 720
of the airfoil 702, as shown in FIG. 7B. Then, as shown
in FIG. 7C, the turn cap 742 is welded, brazed, or other-
wise affixed in place such that the turn cap is fixedly at-
tached to the non-gas path surface 720b of the platform
720.
[0074] In such an installation, the turn cap can be mod-
ified during development without having to change the
vane casting (e.g., airfoil 702 and platform 720). As such,
efficiencies in manufacturing enable a more rapid and
cost effective optimization of the overall cooling design
configuration. The ability to modify both "space-eater"
baffle and turn cap geometric features without impacting
the casting can enable increased flexibility in tailoring the
relative cooling flow distributions and pressure losses in
the configuration in order to achieve part durability and
component performance and turbine efficiency metrics.
Moreover, as noted above, portions of the turn caps can
be designed to operate as stops to prevent radial, axial,
and/or circumferential movement of the baffles 738a,
738b, 738c.
[0075] Turning now to FIGS. 8A-8B, schematic illus-
trations of an alternative configuration in accordance with

an embodiment of the present disclosure are shown. FIG.
8A is a top down perspective illustration showing a plat-
form 820 of an airfoil 802 having a turn cap 842 in ac-
cordance with the non-limiting alternative embodiment
shown. FIG. 8B is an axially view cross-section of a por-
tion of the airfoil 802 illustrating internal structure of the
turn cap 842 of the current embodiment.
[0076] As shown in FIGS. 8A-8B, rather than employ-
ing a turn cap attachable to the platform, as shown and
described above, the turn cap 842 includes a turning cav-
ity 846 defined, in part, by part(s) of the platform 820.
The platform 820 has a gas path surface 820a and a non-
gas path surface 820b. Extending from the non-gas path
surface 820b are cavity sidewalls 864. The cavity side-
walls 864, in some embodiments, can be formed during
a casting process used to manufacture the airfoil 802 and
the platform 820. As such, in the present embodiment,
the cavity sidewalls 864 are integral with the platform and
turn cap dividers 850, 852, 854 are separate and distinct
therefrom.
[0077] The cavity sidewalls 864, as shown, are formed
in a manner to receive one or more turn cap dividers 850,
852, 854 on respective landings 882, 884, 886. In the
embodiment shown in FIGS. 8A-8B, the turn cap dividers
850, 852, 854 are fixedly attached to the cavity sidewalls
864 at the respective landings 882, 884, 886, such as by
welding, braising, or other means. However, in other em-
bodiments, the cavity sidewalls 864 can be formed with
slots, tracks, or other features/structures to receive the
turn cap dividers. That is, in some embodiments, the turn
cap dividers can be slid into receiving structures and fix-
edly attached to the cavity walls. In one such embodi-
ment, the first turn cap divider that forms an exterior sur-
face of the turn cap can be fixedly attached on a respec-
tive first landing similar to that shown in FIGS. 8A-8B,
although in some embodiments a slot or other structure
can receive the turning first turn cap divider.
[0078] As shown in FIGS. 8A-8B, the landings 882,
884, 886 form a step-like structure in the cavity sidewalls
864. Accordingly, as the landings 882, 884, 886 are po-
sitioned radially inward or closer to the non-gas path sur-
face 820b of the platform 820, a circumferential separa-
tion or distance decreases. As such, the respective turn
cap dividers have different sizes, with the first turn cap
divider 850 having the largest axial and circumferential
dimensions, the second turn cap divider 852 having axial
and circumferential dimensions less than the first turn
cap divider 850, and the third turn cap divider 854 having
axial and circumferential dimensions less than the sec-
ond turn cap divider 852.
[0079] As will be appreciated by those of skill in the art,
the turn cap dividers 850, 852, 854 of the embodiment
shown in FIGS. 8A-8B, include first and second seg-
ments similar to that shown and described above and,
thus, such discussion will not be repeated. Further, those
of skill in the art will appreciate that because of the
stepped landings 882, 884, 886 of the cavity side walls
864, the aspect ratios for each turning path defined be-
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tween the turn cap dividers 850, 852, 854 will be different
(e.g., the width of the turning paths will each be different).
In some such embodiments, the height of the turning
paths can be configured to achieve a desired aspect ratio
for each turning path by adjusting the relative radial po-
sitions of the landings 882, 884, 886.
[0080] In view of the above, as provided herein, turn
caps (or portions thereof) are formed as separate
piece(s) and joined to the airfoil platform casting. In some
configurations, optional "space-eater" baffles can be in-
serted into airfoil cavities before attaching the turn cap
(or dividers thereof). The turn caps, as provided herein,
may be cast, additively manufactured, formed from sheet
metal, or manufactured by other means. Advantageous-
ly, as provided herein, by creating the turn caps as a
separate, attachable element the end of the airfoil cavi-
ties are exposed, allowing insertion of the "space-eater"
baffles.
[0081] Although various embodiments have been
shown and described herein regarding turn caps for air-
foils, those of skill in the art will appreciate that various
combinations of the above embodiments, and/or varia-
tions thereon, may be made without departing from the
scope of the invention. For example, a single airfoil may
be configured with more than one turn cap with each turn
cap connecting two or more adjacent airfoil cavities.
[0082] Advantageously, embodiments described
herein provide turn caps that are fixedly attached to non-
gas path surfaces of airfoil platforms to fluidly connect
airfoil cavities of the airfoil and aid in turning airflow pass-
ing therethrough. Such turn caps can be used with ser-
pentine flow paths within airfoils such that at least one
up pass and at least one down pass of the serpentine
cavity can be fluidly connected in external cavities out-
side of the core flow path of the gas turbine engine. The
turn caps include turn cap dividers that are configured to
turn fluid flow from one direction to another and enable
efficient and low loss merging of multiple air streams.
[0083] Further, advantageously, such turn caps allow
for installation of "space-eater" baffles into curved airfoils,
such as bowed vanes, without interference with manu-
facturing requirements. Furthermore, advantageously,
turn caps as provided herein can operate as stop struc-
tures to constrain and/or prevent radial, axial, and/or cir-
cumferential movement of the "space eater" baffles rel-
ative to the cooling channels and adjacent airfoil external
sidewalls and ribs in which they are inserted to ensure
optimal convective cooling, pressure loss, and thermal
performance is maintained.
[0084] Moreover, advantageously, embodiments pro-
vided herein keep cooling flow streams in each passage
separated until all of the flow streams have turned axial
and aligned in the same direction, eliminating pressure
losses associated with turbulence caused by the merging
of flow streams in different directions. In addition, advan-
tageously, a means of transitioning the cooling passages
from an axial aspect ratio to a circumferential aspect ratio
in order to fit all of the passages within the limited radial

height available is provided. Additionally, advantageous-
ly, if the axial extending dividers and cavity sidewalls are
part of unitary turning cap, modifications can be made
just to the turn geometry without having to create a new
vane casting.
[0085] While the present disclosure has been de-
scribed in detail in connection with only a limited number
of embodiments, it should be readily understood that the
present disclosure is not limited to such disclosed em-
bodiments. Rather, the present disclosure can be mod-
ified to incorporate any number of variations, alterations,
substitutions, combinations, sub-combinations, or equiv-
alent arrangements not heretofore described, but which
are commensurate with the scope of the present disclo-
sure. Additionally, while various embodiments of the
present disclosure have been described, it is to be un-
derstood that aspects of the present disclosure may in-
clude only some of the described embodiments.
[0086] For example, although shown with bowed
vanes, those of skill in the art will appreciate that airfoils
manufactured in accordance with the present disclosure
are not so limited. That is, any airfoil where it is desired
to have a turn path formed exterior to an airfoil body can
employ embodiments described herein.
[0087] Further, although shown and described with the
dividers of the turn cap starting at an axially forward po-
sition (e.g., leading edge end of an airfoil) and the merg-
ing chamber at an axially aft position, those of skill in the
art will appreciate that in some embodiments the opposite
may be true. For example, a merging chamber can be at
a forward end and the air within the forward end merging
chamber can be separated by one or more dividers sim-
ilar to that shown and described herein.
[0088] Furthermore, although shown and described
with a single merging chamber, in some embodiment
multiple merging chambers can be provided within a turn
cap, and each merge chamber can be fluidly isolated
from other merging chambers. For example, with refer-
ence to FIG. 5, the second segment 580 of the third turn
cap divider 554 can extend to the right (downstream, to-
ward the trailing edge) and then join with a divider within
the airfoil between down-pass cavities 504b’, 504b". In
such configuration, the merging chamber 562 can be fed
by only the airflow passing through first and second turn
paths 556, 558. As such, air from the radially outward
flowing first and second up-pass cavities 504a’, 504a"
will be turned and merged within the merging chamber
and then directed into the radially inward flowing second
down-pass cavity 504b". The airflow from the radially out-
ward third up-pass cavity 504a’’’ is maintained separate
from the merged flows and is turned to supply air into the
radially inward flowing first down-pass cavity 504b’.
Those of skill in the art will appreciate that other various
configurations and/or arrangements may be employed
without departing from the scope of the present disclo-
sure.
[0089] Accordingly, the present disclosure is not to be
seen as limited by the foregoing description, but is only
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limited by the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. An airfoil (202; 402; 702; 802) of a gas turbine engine
comprising:

a hollow body defining a first up-pass cavity
(404a; 504a’), a second up-pass cavity (404a;
504a"), and a first down-pass cavity (404b;
504b’), the hollow body having an inner diameter
end and an outer diameter end;
a first airfoil platform (220; 720; 820) at one of
the inner diameter end and the outer diameter
end of the hollow body, the first airfoil platform
having a gas path surface (220a; 820a) and a
non-gas path surface (220b; 520b; 720b; 820b),
wherein the hollow body extends from the gas
path surface;
a first up-pass cavity opening (599a’) formed in
the non-gas path surface of the first airfoil plat-
form fluidly connected to the first up-pass cavity;
a second up-pass cavity opening (599a") formed
in the non-gas path surface of the first airfoil plat-
form fluidly connected to the second up-pass
cavity;
a first down-pass cavity opening (599b’) formed
in the non-gas path surface of the first airfoil plat-
form fluidly connected to the first down-pass
cavity; and
a first turn cap (242; 442; 542; 742; 842) fixedly
attached to the first airfoil platform on the non-
gas path surface covering the first and second
up-pass cavity openings and the first down-pass
cavity opening of the first airfoil platform and de-
fining a first turning cavity (446; 546; 846), the
first turn cap having:

cavity sidewalls (464; 864);
a first turn cap divider (450; 550; 850) ex-
tending between the cavity sidewalls and
defining the first turning cavity between the
first turn cap divider and the cavity side-
walls; and
a second turn cap divider (452; 552; 852)
disposed radially inward within the first turn-
ing cavity between the first turn cap divider
and the non-gas path surface of the first air-
foil platform,
wherein a first turning path (456; 556) is de-
fined between the first turn cap divider and
the second turn cap divider and a second
turning path (458; 558) is defined radially
inward of the second turn cap divider, and
wherein a merging chamber (462; 562) is
formed in the turn cap wherein fluid flows
through the first turning path and the second

turning path are merged, the first turning
cavity including the first turning path, the
second turning path, and the merging
chamber.

2. The airfoil of claim 1, wherein the cavity sidewalls,
the first turn cap divider, and the second turn cap
divider are integrally formed.

3. The airfoil of claim 1, wherein the cavity sidewalls
are integrally formed with the first airfoil platform.

4. The airfoil of claim 3, wherein the first turn cap divider
and the second turn cap divider are fixedly attached
to the cavity sidewalls, optionally wherein the cavity
sidewalls include a first landing (882) and a second
landing (884), wherein the first turn cap divider is
fixedly attached to the first landing and the second
turn cap divider is fixedly attached to the second
landing, further optionally wherein a distance be-
tween the first landings of the cavity sidewalls is
greater than a distance between the second landings
of the cavity sidewalls.

5. The airfoil of any preceding claim, wherein the first
turn cap divider has a first segment (568) and a sec-
ond segment (570), wherein first segment has a ge-
ometry to turn flow, optionally wherein the second
turn cap divider has a first segment (574) and a sec-
ond segment (576), wherein the second segment of
the second turn cap is parallel to the second segment
of the first turn cap divider.

6. The airfoil of any preceding claim, wherein the first
turning path and the second turning path each define
circumferential aspect ratios.

7. The airfoil of any preceding claim, further comprising:

a second airfoil platform (222) at the other of the
inner diameter end and the outer diameter end
of the hollow body; and
a second turn cap (244) fixedly attached to the
second airfoil platform.

8. The airfoil of any preceding claim, further comprising
a "space-eater" baffle (438; 638; 738a; 738b; 738c;
838) positioned in at least one of the up-pass cavi-
ties, optionally wherein an end of the baffle is con-
figured to contact a surface of the turn cap divider
such that the turn cap divider operates as a stop to
prevent radial, axial and/or circumferential move-
ment of the baffle.

9. A turn cap (242; 442; 542; 742; 842) for an airfoil of
a gas turbine engine, the turn cap comprising:

cavity sidewalls (464; 864);
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a first turn cap divider (450; 550; 850) extending
between the cavity sidewalls and defining a turn-
ing cavity (446; 546; 846) between the first turn
cap divider and the cavity sidewalls; and
a second turn cap divider (452; 552; 852) dis-
posed radially inward within the turning cavity,
wherein a first turning path (456; 556) is defined
between the first turn cap divider and the second
turn cap divider and a second turning path (458;
558) is defined radially inward of the second turn
cap divider, and
wherein a merging chamber (462; 562) is formed
in the turn cap wherein fluid flows through the
first turning path and the second turning path
are merged, the merging chamber, the first turn-
ing path, and the second turning path forming
the turning cavity.

10. The turn cap of claim 9, wherein the cavity sidewalls,
the first turn cap divider, and the second turn cap
divider are integrally formed.

11. The turn cap of claim 9, further comprising a platform
(220; 222; 720; 820) of an airfoil (202; 402; 702; 802),
wherein the cavity sidewalls are integrally formed
with the platform.

12. The turn cap of claim 11, wherein the first turn cap
divider and the second turn cap divider are fixedly
attached to the cavity sidewalls.

13. The turn cap of claim 11 or 12, wherein the cavity
sidewalls include a first landing (882) and a second
landing (884), wherein the first turn cap divider is
fixedly attached to the first landing and the second
turn cap divider is fixedly attached to the second
landing, optionally wherein a distance between the
first landings of the cavity sidewalls is greater than
a distance between the second landings of the cavity
sidewalls.

14. The turn cap of any of claims 9 to 13, wherein the
first turn cap divider has a first segment (568) and a
second segment (570), wherein first segment has a
geometry to turn flow, optionally wherein the second
turn cap divider has a first segment (574) and a sec-
ond segment (576), wherein the second segment of
the second turn cap is parallel to the second segment
of the first turn cap divider.

15. The turn cap of any of claims 9 to 14, wherein the
first turning path and the second turning path each
define circumferential aspect ratios.
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